This paper presents a method for redundancy resolution of an industrial manipulator in a teleoperated force control task A seven degree-of-freedom (DOF) industrial manipulator manufactured by the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. is used for experiments. The task involves obeying a force command sent from a remote computer while autonomously adapting the posture to avoid unexpected obstacles moving toward the manipulator. Redundancy resolution is employed for autonomous adaptation of the configuration to avoid the obstacle while continuing the force control task This self-adaptive skill on the slave manipulator side is very important because teleoperation is often performed in dangerous or partially unknown environments where unexpected changes such as moving obstacles can well be expected. In such situations, the control ability of the master side is very limited due to the practical limitations of vision sensors to capture a comprehensive view of the environment and the limitations of the degrees of freedom on the master manipulator. The proposed method relies on two modules of an intelligent controller on the slave side. The first is an on-line fuzzy neural network (FNN) for intelligent force control, and the second is a configuration controller that works in harmony with the first to exploit redundancy to react to avoid moving obstacles such that the latter does not inhibit the progress of the former. The second controller generates joint velocity commands in null space of the hand Jacobian, so that its activation does not affect the force controller. Here we show that the proposed method can skillfully avoid a moving obstacle without stopping the force control task This skillful adaptation ability can significantly improve the efficiency and safety of teleoperated force control tasks with less burden on the master side. This paper presents some promising experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
The origins of teleoperation dates back to 1940s where mechanically coupled master-slave systems were used to handle toxic materials." In these primitive systems distance between the master and the slave were limited to less than 10 meters. The advent of electrically coupled master-slave systems in 1950's allowed the master operator to be at a very safe distance from the slave, though it needed additional work to provide the operator with adequate feedback to sense the slave side dynamics. In the recent past, wide attention was given on teleoperation of robot manipulators in many application areas such as space exploration, mining, maintenance and hazard management of nuclear power plants, investigating volcanic activity, surgery and deep sea explorations.'-"'All these tasks are accompanied with danger and unexpected changes in the environment. In Ref. 2) , a method to deal with teleoperated surgery in kinematically constrained environments has been presented. Yet the system relies on the master side to make reactions to dynamic changes in the environment. In Ref. 3 ), a useful method to ensure stability of telemanipulation with time delay is presented' This method also has less autonomy on the slave side. A method to assist the human operator semi-autonomously by using virtual tool dynamics is proposed in Ref. 4) . The new generation of redundant manipulators comes in handy for this type of situation, because the extra degrees of freedom can be effectively exploited to handle posture adaptation in response to environmental changes''"-'-'
Whatever the kind of manipulator used on the slave side, it is clear that the current telemanipulation approaches greatly rely on the commands given by the master side. This demands for a comprehensive set of sensors on the slave side to provide enough information to the master side to take appropriate posture adaptations. Furthermore, it is imperative to have a master manipulator with identical number of freedoms as the slave manipulator. Yet in most cases, the capacity of vision sensors to capture a comprehensive view of the environment on the slave side is limited. In some cases, the degrees of freedom on the master side can be limited to make adaptive posture changes without inhibiting the current task. In addition, the time delay in teleoperation can cause control actions from the master side untimely and inappropriate in the real context. Moreover, the level of competence needed in the operator of the master manipulator makes such adaptive operations very costly. Due to these practical bottlenecks, we perceive that a breakthrough has to be made to give a greater degree of autonomy to the slave side by enhancing the level of intelligence in the remote controller. This helps to reduce the need to have sophisticated sensory systems while freeing the operator on the master side from a significant amount of burden and mental fatigue. Realization of this goal can remarkably reduce possible cases of detrimental accidents due to human error and panic while significantly improving the efficiency of teleoperations.
In this paper, the important problem of time delay is dealt with loosening the coupling of master and slave by adopting a teleoperation approach based on a temporal environment which was briefly discussed in one of our previous pupe.s.") A simple virtual reality approach is adopted to model the temporal environment. The effectiveness of using virtual reality to model the temporal environment has been presented in Ref. [7] [8] [9] , although the property of the environment was assumed to be previously known in their methods.
In the slave side, the control commands of the two modules are orthogonal in the end-effector position and orientation space to make sure that the operation of one does not interact with the other. The first module of the proposed method adopts an on-line fuzzy neural network (FNN) as the intelligent force controller on the slave side that starts with some inbuilt knowledge encoded in terms of linguistic rules of an expert. Since the dynamics of the unknown environment affects the dynamics of the whole system in the case of force control, the force controller must have sophisticated adaptation ability to avoid the undesired overshooting response and carry out the precise force control. The on-line learning algorithm of the fuzzy neural network in the slave side caters for the uncertainties of the environment and the robot parameters. Therefore, precise force control can be realized independently in the slave side, even if the property of the environment is uncertain or unknown. Similar FNN based approaches to perform force control tasks are found in Ref. 17, 18) , and neural network (NN) based control of manipulators are discussed in Ref. [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The second module is a reactive controller based on an intelligent gonfiguration control approach for obstacle avoidanc!.'o''o'ThJ-ort important Uinefit of using the configuration controller proposed in this paper is that it can be realized independently in the slave side with a sonar sensor to measure the distance to the obstacle. Furthermore, it takes all the responsibility of posture adaptation to react to avoid moving obstacles. Therefore, the operator in the master side does not have to pay attention for obstacle avoidance and can concentrate on force control operation. This also eliminates the cost incurred on Journal of Robotics and Mechatronics Vol.14 No. 3. 2002 Enhancing the Autonomy of Teleoperated Redundant vision sensors to support the master side while taking a great burden from the master side. The configuration controller is designed by augmenting the hand Jacobian of the redundant manipulator by introducing a NN based user defined kinematic function for reacting to avoid moving obstacles.re'20) Ho*"u"., in Ref. 19, 20) the user defined kinematic function has to be derived from first principles. This imposes a significant burden on processing. In fact"'uses a processor board to accommodate the processing burden. In this study, the NN based user defined function is evolved off-line, using an evolutionary algorithm.2l''4 Th" evolutionary algorithm only requires the operator to provide the objectives of the task. It also allows linguistic expressions that need not be precise. Furthermore, the evolutionary approach to parameter optimization guarantees an exhaustive search for a globally optimum solution.
The overall fitness evaluation function of the evolutionary algorithm for the configuration controller is divided into three primitive functions. Each function evaluates an important physical feature desired in the behavior of the slave manipulator. The first objective is that the null space boundary error of the configuration controller should be close to zero; the second, the optimal joint motion based on optimizing a virtual potential energy function of joint space motions; and the third, the over reaction management scheme at the elbow of the manipulator when it senses a moving obstacle towards the body of the manipulator. The evolutionary algorithm starts with the first simple primitive fitness function and goes on adding the other functions over the number of generations. This helps to simplify the optimization process in complex fitness landscapes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the features and the advantages of the novel concept. An elaboration on the on-line FNN based force control is given in section 3. Section 4 describes the configuration control approach for autonomous posture adaptation of the slave manipulator. The mechanism of intelligent fusion of control modules is explained in section 5. Experimental results to validate the proposed method are given in section 6. Finally some concluding remarks are given in section 7.
The New Concept of the Master-Slave

Robot System
The new concept tries to address some of the most significant practical problems encountered in teleoperated force control tasks. As mentioned above, most of the conventional methods rely on the master side for control actions in both force control and posture adaptation. This places a heavy burden on the communication channel and information processing. In addition, they are highly sensitive to master side mistakes, which can be anticipated in any human control action. Therefore, mental fatigue of the human operator in long teleoperated applications can cause unexpected hazards. One other disadvantage of conventional methods is the computational burden to deal with time delay. The time delay in teleoperation can cause control actions from the master side to be untimely and inappropriate in the real context. Due to these practical froblems, we perceive that a practically promising solution would be to give a greater degree of autonomy of the slave side by enhancing the level of intelligence in the remote controller side that will help to free the operator of the master manipulator from a great deal of burden and mental fatigue. This can remarkably reduce possible cases of detrimental accidents due to human error and panic while significantly improving the efficiency of teleoperations.
Autonomous Modular Control of the Slave
Manipulator Figure 1 shows the relationship and information flow between the master and the slave side. It is clear that there exist two intelligent modules to control the slave manipulator. The first is an intelligent force controller based on an on-line FNN, and the second module is an intelligent configuration controller for posture adaptation. These two modules work together to optimize the redundancy resolution of the 7-DOF slave manipulator to enhance its autonomy and dexterity. An important feature of these modules is that they are orthogonal in the sense that the joint velocity command vector of the configuration controller lies in the null-space of the end-effector velocity space controlled by the commands given by the FNN based force controller. Therefore, the activation of these two modules does not inhibit the operation of each other.
The master side reacts to a temporal virtual environment that is continuously updated using a recursive least squares regressive algorithm that tries to minimize the Euclidean error between the force predicted by the virtual environment and the real force feedback from the environment. The iterative identification of the environment is performed on the master side, to reduce the calculation time on the slave side. This helps to minimize the sampling time width for force control on the slave side. The initial properties of the temporal environment are designed to be rather hard. These properties of the virtual environment are used until proper feedback is obtained from the slave side to update the temporal environment. The slave side tries to follow the commands sent by the master side, based on an adaptive FNN. In case an obstacle comes, slave side configuration controller is activated, without knowledge of the master side. It is important to notice that the reactive ability is completely decoupled from the master side, eliminating a large part of burden on the master side. A small part of this method is presented in Ref. 23 ). To demonstrate the potential of the proposed method to skillfully perform teleoperated force control with minimum support from the master side, while the slave side autonomously reacting to avoid obstacles in an uncertain environment, a single degree of freedom master manipulator shown in Fig.4 is employed in this study.
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Adaptive Identification of the Environment
In this method, an on-line identification of the environment is carried out using a recursive least squares algorithm. The algorithm tries to identify the environment impedance coefficients assuming the environment is modeled as a lumped-mass, damper, and spring system given bellow.
A r /= o'$ I = r; i"n*l'n S = fM" B" K"f' (1) wheref is the estimated reaction force from the environmen| x" is the displacement of the environmental surface as a result of an applied force, M" is the estimated mass inertia coefficient, B" is the estimated damping coefficienf and K" is the estimated spring coefficient. The vector rlconsists of the unknown environment impedance parameters while the vector Q consists of the sensor based actual information of the contact surface motion.
The objective of the recursive algorithm is the minimize the estimation error given by
where f"(t) is the actual force sensed at the end-effector of the slave side. Then the least square elror can be written as 
.... (4) where P(r) e '13"3.
Compliant Telemanipulation Using OnLine FNNs
The main objective of the telemanipulation method adopted in this work is to fortify the slave side with enough intelligence to be autonomous to adapt to the unknown environmental dynamics to faithfully follow the force command sent by the master side while providing the master side with the temporal information of the slave side so that the human operator learns the environmental dynamics by way of estimated feedback sent from the slave side. This way, it is possible to loosen the rigid coupling between the slave and the master found in most conventional approaches. Moreover, this is a solution to the time delay problem in faced in rigidly coupled systems.
In Ref. 24) , it has been shown that the FNNs are best suited for force control tasks in unknown environments. The important benefit of FNNs for force control in this kind of partially known or completely unknown environments is that the FNNs allow incorporation of human guessing or linguistically expressed experiences. Even if the environment is completely unknown, the initial knowledge in the FNN can reasonably manage the task without causing damage to the work or drifting off to unstable operation like in conventional NNs that start with no knowledge. The other major advantage of FNNs is their transparency after learning a task. In other words, the well defined reasoning structure of FNNs can let human operators to interpret the learned rules in a linguistic manner.
The FNN based force controller adopted in this method is shown in Fig.2 , where the inputs E and F, are the force error and the difference of force rate between the command and followed force profiles, respectively. Output of the FNN is the Cartesian driving velocity of the tool end of the manipulator in the z direction.
The as an antecedent variable is that it enables taking predictive actions, which is vital in force control tasks to minimize force overshoot. There are five fuzzy labels for each antecedent variable, given by positive large (PL), positive medium (PM), zero (ZE), negative medium (NM), and negative large (NL). The labels PL and NL are realized using Sigmoidal type fuzzy sets given by where /i,(-r) is the ith Gaussian fizzy set, w6 and w'r are the mean value and deviation of the lth Gaussian function, and x is the input of the fuzzy seI. Therefore, in the fizzifier layer, there are l0 fizzy labels in total for 2 inputs. Each fuzzy label was initially designed to cover the universe of discourse of each input space.
The vector of membership values of the fired fuzzy sets for a given input vector is passed to the rule layer to evaluate the degree of rule firing by taking T-norm of the membership values according to some predetermined IF-THEN rules. These results are generated in duplicate by 1)l' (s)
; the other is summed and inverted to scale the former sum. The output of the FNN is the Cartesian velocity command U for the slave manipulator in the direction of force control. The controller converted the Cartesian velocity command to a vector of joint angular velocity commands by where "f.(0) = uP tt the 1x7 Jacobian matrix associated with the kinematic function V(e), {e) is the 7x7 augmented Jacobian matrix. Note that "I"(0) can be found in Wang et allr).
The challenge in this method is the designing of the user defined kinematic function to suit a given requirement. In Ref. 19 ), user defined kinematic functions are analytically designed for applications such as optimum joint movement, collision avoidance, and optimum elbow motion. It is apparent from these examples that the designing of these kinematic functions using analytical methods is a very difficult task and lacks flexibility to incorporate complex linguistic features that a human arm movement would have. Yet, skillful manipulator motions require human-like body motions that inherently posses many characteristic features learnt through conscious training for a long period of time. Capturing these human-like characteristic features and developing robot manipulator motions that imitate human motions is the objective of this study. Therefore the requirement to use a more efficient soft-computing based approach is apparent from the above discussion.
The user defined kinematic function for obstacle avoidance is realized using a single input single output FNN, of which the input is the distance from the manipulator's elbow to the obstacle denoted by d(0), and the output is the instantaneous value of the user defined kinematic function denoted by 0r. There are several advantages of having a FNN for this task. First, it allows incorporating prior knowledge of the operator; second, it has high generalization ability of local knowledge; third, the learned kinematic function can be readily interpreted in linguistic terms; fourth, it overcomes the burden of deriving a kinematic function starting from the first principles.
The resultant fuzzy reasoning is given by n ,i,r=)piwai. ...... (9) t=I where n denotes the total number of rules, which is 10 in this application, and Wuilhe constant in the conclusion of the lth rule, and p; the normalized rule confidence given by Ir (10) d; = r,t'" G)w,t "611-' fl @)w,]i',11
. (7\ where ffi is tne manipulated joint velocity control command vector given by the force controller, J"(0) is the 6x7 hand Jacobian matrix, I4z, is the task error weighting matrix,rl=[00U000]r.
The shape ofthefuzzy labels and the rule consequence are adapted using a gradient-based back propagation of force error in an on-line manner.
Configuration Controller for Obstacle Avoidance
The skillful motions of robot manipulators can be seen as performing a given task with human-like body motions. Normally the robot can be employed to perform a job at the end-effector, using its end-effector Cartesian position and orientation control. Yet in skillful motions, the extra features desired in the motion should be realized using the redundancy of the manipulator. A viable technique for redundancy resolution and motion control of redundant manipulators has been proposed in Ref. 19 ). This approach is based on the redundancy resolution at the position level through augmentation of the manipulator forward kinematics by a set of user-defined kinematic functions such as U(e) = ]qrt(e), "', U,(e)1, where r is the number of redundant manipulator joints. This is different from the conventional methods of using the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian to resolve the redundancy at the velocity level. 
where /rv' is the total lime span for obstacle avoidance in a single generation, Y is the rate of the manipulator endeffector position and orientation vector, P"; is the gosition of the elbow, Po6is the position of the obstacle, P is the desired mean distance between the elbow and the obstacle, which is set to be 8cm in this application, G,, is the number of the generation, W6=dl2g[1, 50, 1, 50, 1, 50, 1] is the weight vector imposed on the movements of the joints of the manipulator, 06 is the initial joint angular values. The term Jr of the objective function exerts pressure on developing the RBFNN and FNN so that the obstacle avoidance motion results in a joint velocity command vector for elbow movement that lies in the nullspace of the end-effector position and orientation space. The right-hand side of the J2 term serves to evolve an elbow movement that keeps a safe distance with the obstacle. The right-hand side of "I3 term helps to evolve an optimal joint movement by applying higher penalty for pivot joint movements. This kind of gradually growing multi-objective evolution has the ability to evolve practically meaningful skills that will resemble the human arm movement skills that are essentially multi-objective optimal movements.
Fusion of Control Modules
In the previous sections, it was stated that the configuration controller is supposed to produce joint velocity commands in the null-space of the end-effector coordinate space. Yet in practice, due to uncertain manipulator and environmental dynamics, the configuration controller may marginally violate this condition. In that case, the projection of the joint space velocity commands of the configuration controller on the end-effector velocity space can work as external disturbance to the force controller. The intelligent fusion operator makes sure that this effect is kept minimum. In such cases, the fusion operator inhibits the reaction to the obstacle temporarily, to allow the force controller to wash the disturbance away. This mechanism is specially designed to face practical problems of the implementation. The schematic diagram of the fusion mechanism is shown in Fig.3 . This is achieved by the following simple rule.
Let 1". and 1.7 be two scalar values, ei and f, U" ttre joint space control commands of the configuration controller and the force controller, and v be a significance The user defined kinematic function introduces a new raw in the manipulator Jacobian of forward kinematics. In this method, the corresponding raw in the Jacobian matrix was realized using a radial basis function neural nefwork (RBFNN), where the joint angle vector of the manipulator is the input to the RBFNN and the output vector gives the elements in the additional raw in the Jacobian matrix that corresponds to the new user defined kinematic function. In the proposed method, J,(0) is given as output of an RBFNN given by (r2) where [f.(e)]o is the kth element of the J.(0), N is the number of RBFs that construct the NN and !7*r is the weight from /th RBF to kth output node. In addition, Q(0; 0r, o) = exp{-1(e -er' @ -eMo?ll . (13) where e € m? and g, e ffit are the input joint angle vector and the vector of centers of the RBF, and ol is the variance of the /th RBF.
Then the controller with joint velocity commands can be given by 0d : V'(0)wJ(0)l-' J'(e)%{i"a + K(ra -r")l (14) where 0a is the manipulated joint velocity control command vector, W, is the task error weighting matrix, K is the gain matrix, t4, ard ro are the desired and manipulator response of the configuration vector.
Then the question arises as to how ry could be designed to avoid the obstacle. This is achieved by off-line training of the FNN and the complementary Jacobian RBFNN was carried out using the improved evolutionary algorithm."'''"' The evolutionary algorithm tries to maximize In this application, v = 2N.
Experiments and Results
6.L. Experimental Setup
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method to skillfully perform force control while retaining the ability to react to avoid moving obstacles in the environment, with minimum support from the master side, we adopted a single DOF master manipulator. It is obvious that the single DOF of the master manipulator cannot support the posture adaptation of the slave manipulator. Fig.4 shows the setup of the master manipulator.
It can be seen in Fig.4 that the master arm consists of two links, a ballscrew drive shaft, a ballscrew support frame, a DC motor, and a force sensor. Flexing or extension of link-2 is driven by the DC motor through the ballscrew shaft. The force exerted by the human operator on the arm is sensed by the strain gauge force sensor. The virtual force is realized by generating a resisting torque at the elbow of the master arm. The elbow torque is generated by contracting or expanding the prismatic joint along the ballscrew drive shaft in the ballscrew support frame, which is attached to the link-1. The slave side manipulator is a 7-DOF redundant manipulator called PA-10, manufactured by the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. weight of the manipulator is 35 kg, the maximum combined speed with all axes is 1.55 m/s, the payload weight is 1.0 kg, and output torque is 9.8 Nm. A six-axis force sensor (IFS-67M25A50-140, NITTA) was attached to the tip of the PA-10 slave manipulator to measure the actual force between its tip and the environment. Sampling time interval was kept at 5 ms. Styrofoam was used for the environment.
The Ethernet based TCPIP network communication mechanism was first developed as shown in Fig.6. 
Experimental Methodology and Results
The desired force was sent from the master manipulator to the slave using the connection shown in Fig.6 . The FNN was allowed to track the commanded force while the sensor based force information was sent back to the master side to adapt the virtual environment model. After a predetermined time, an obstacle moving toward the manipulator elbow was introduced to the environment. This fact was made unknown to the master side and the performance of the modular intelligent controller was observed. It was expected that redundancy resolution while force controlling is quite a challenging problem. Yet the experimental results obtain was promising and they are to be improved further, by considering more practical factors. Fig.7 shows the working posture of the manipulator. The task is to move the elbow away from the moving obstacle while continuing to obey the force command sent from the master manipulator. The initial configuration of the manipulator: joint 1: 0.000023 rad, joint 2: 0.513600 rad, joint 3: -0.000130 rad, joint 4: In Fig.8 , the force control performance of the FNN is presented. It should be noted that such a simple FNN controller could achieve such results for a 7-DOF manipulator with highly involved dynamics, demonstrating its capability to be a promising candidate for force control applications. Moreover, by far the obstacle avoidance motion has no impact on the force control task, demonstrating the efficiency of the modular approach to simultaneously carry out two tasks by exploiting the redundancy of the manipulator. Fig.9 shows the obstacle avoidance behavior of the manipulator. The manipulator moves its elbow only when it perceives a danger, and in all other cases, it concentrates on the force control task.
The control surface of the on-line FNN before starting to learn is shown in Fig.10 , and that after learning is shown in Fig.ll . Form these figures it is clear that the parameters decided a priori are not significantly altered Nanavakkara. D. P. T. et al. during learning, demonstrating the validity of the initial rules. Therefore, it shows that FNNs are a good tool in this kind of force control applications where some stable controller is needed before adjusting the parameters based on some mathematical algorithm.
The identification history of the mass inertia, damping and stiffness coefficients are shown in Figs.12-14. Since all initial environment coefficients are different from the real ones and all environment coefficients are modified simultaneously during the identification, the amounts of the coefficients vary actively in the beginning. For this reason, the dynamics of the virtual environment that the human operator feels in the master side varies until the environment parameters are identified in the slave side.
Conclusion
This novel method addresses some vital practical problems often encountered in teleoperated manipulators in uncertain environments with time delay. The approach is characterized by giving more autonomy to the slave side through adoption of modular controllers with off-line and on-line. learning ability, and a temporal virtual environment on the master side that is updated using the sensor based information of the slave side. force control deals with the time delay problem by loosening the coupling between the master and the slave. The on-line learning feature of the FNN helps to adapt the force controller to the environment with minimum support from the master side. Furthermore, the configuration controller that generates joint velocity commands to the slave manipulator to react to avoid moving obstacles is a promising solution to improve the safety of telemanipulation in hazardous environments where detrimental environmental changes can well be expected. The gradually growing objective function allows the complex objectives to be analyzed into primitive objectives and to reduce the complexity of the cost landscape at any given moment. The linguistic objectives allows the human experts to incorporate imprecise information in the optimization process.
The advantage of having a completely independent posture adaptation controller on the slave side is that it reduces the burden on the master side human operator and considerably reduces the need for expensive sensors such as CCD cameras as well as reducing the burden on the communication channel while improving the work efficiency by eliminating the need to stop work whenever a posture adaptation is needed.
Experiments were carried out for a telemanipulation system with a master manipulator with 1-DOF and a slave manipulator with 7-DOF. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed method for industrial applications.
